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The paper explains the Earth’s Elliptical Orbit Effect upon modern Plate
Tectonic Theory.

Ring of Fire – Pacific Ocean Solstice Triangle
The so-called Ring of Fire is actually a Triangle of Fire and that triangle
has been controlled in modern history by the Elliptical Orbit Effect when the earth
experiences the so-called rubber band snap at the Solstices, so the four main
Triangles of Fire that control Global Plate Tectonics may also be called Solstice
Triangles.
I have identified a large Solstice Triangle over the Pacific Ocean that can
be created on a world map by understanding the solstice lines I have studied for
years that have resulted in my books Solstice Lines and most recently Solstice
Triangles.
The Solstice Lines created on a world map of two modern historic large
quakes in the Pacific Ocean area are the two major nexus points of the Triangle
of Fire that fuels the Ring of Fire in the Pacific. Once you locate the Winter and
Summer Solstice lines from these two historic quakes that occurred a few years
apart from each other, we can create the first major Triangle of Fire or Solstice

Triangle on our planet that has controlled all modern historic large earthquakes in
the Pacific earthquake zone known as the Ring of Fire.
The two nexus points to use in order to create Solstice Lines on a map are
where the large 9.2 magnitude Easter Sunday Quake in the Valdez area of
Alaska that occurred in 1964 and the 9.0 Kamchatka earthquake of November
1952. The quakes were two of the rarest type of quakes that occur on earth,
those being in the 9.0 magnitude range. These are very rare events and yet they
both occurred within only 11.5 years of each other.
Each point on earth has four major solstice points; they are the sunrise
and sunsets of the winter and summer solstices. These are the cardinal points
that ancient stone megaliths around the world are also aligned to. The marking of
summer and winter solstice lines at ancient megalithic sites allowed the ancients
to easily locate the equinox lines of due east and west that occur at the Spring
and Autumn Equinoxes since it is the area in the middle of the solstice lines..
Once the Equinox lines are found, then the ancients could draw a line due north
and south perpendicular to the equinox line without the aid of a magnetic north
compass.
The following are images relevant to analyzing the solstice lines
connected to the Kamchatka 1952 great quake area that anyone can recreate by
using the Sun Calculator at www.SunCalc.net .
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When we extend the Summer Solstice sunrise line in the Kamchatka
Quake are of the 1952 Great Quake southerly pass the area of the quake, we are
then on the winter solstice sunset line and if look for major quakes on this line we
see the 2011 Japan Quake that caused the Fukushima disaster occurred on this
solstice line and the great Sumatra Quake of 2004 also struck on this major
solstice quake line. Both events were historic quakes in the 9.0 magnitude range.

Western Pacific Solstice Quake Line
The next images anyone can recreate as well and they are relevant to the
Great Easter Sunday Alaska Quake of 1964. You can recreate these images at
www.SunCalc.net .
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Pacific Triangle of Fire or Solstice Triangle Map

Analysis of Pacific Triangle of Fire
The USGS keeps a list of the largest earthquakes in the world at
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/world/10_largest_world.php and they list
only 17 quakes of 8.5 or higher in the past 115 years of record keeping. 14 of the
17 quakes they list struck on one of these three Solstice Triangle Lines. Two
quakes in the Alaska area struck within the Solstice Triangle not on these three
lines and the only top 17 earthquake listed by the USGS in over 100 years to
strike not in the Pacific Solstice Triangle area was one lone quake in 1950 in
Tibet.

USGS List of largest quakes since 1900 as of February 22 nd 2015

Map from USG of the 17 Super Quakes since 1900

The Triangle of Fire or Pacific Ocean Solstice Triangle

Atlantic Solstice Triangle
The Atlantic Solstice Triangle that controls the continental drift of the
America’s away from Europe and Africa has a nexus point near the famous
Teotihuacan Pyramids in Mexico. The sunrise summer and winter solstice lines
at Teotihuacan is the basis of the Solstice Triangle that fits the so-called Atlantic
rift.

Summer Solstice Line at Teotihuacan

Winter Solstice Lines at Teotihuacan

The Solstice Triangle that created the Atlantic Rift

Indian Ocean Solstice Triangle
The Solstice Triangle that creates the continental divide between
Antarctica from Africa and Asia is a nexus area near Christchurch in New
Zealand. Whereas the Atlantic rift is the result of the sunrise of the winter and
summer solstice of Teotihuacan, the sunset of the winter and summer solstice
from Christchurch creates the continental rift that created the India Ocean and
the continental divide between Africa, Asia and Antarctica.

Summer Solstice Lines Christchurch New Zealand
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The Solstice Triangle that created the separation of Antarctica from Africa and Asia

Summary
While plate tectonics has been able to show where the continental
separations have manifested, the kinetic reason as to what triggers plate
tectonics as currently understood is wrong, since that theory doesn’t take into
account the astrophysics of the effect that the earths elliptical orbit has on the
core of the earth and the overall thermal dynamics of our planets crust as it floats
upon a sea of magma that is greatly influenced by the elliptical orbit of earth.
The analysis of over 100 years of earthquake data in regards to the
largest and most destructive seismic events on earth, that being Super Quakes in
the 8.5+ magnitude range prove that three super quake lines have controlled the
largest quakes on earth in recent times since 1900.
The Pacific Ocean is indeed the largest Ocean on earth and the higher
incidence of the ‘so-called’ super quake or mega quake in the Triangle of Fire is
obviously the reason this separation of continents is the greatest.
The mantle of the earth is most likely the weakest in this area and that is
why this region is more prone to huge earthquakes than the other solstice
triangles.
It is very probable that the elliptical orbits of planets around suns in the
Universe is the basic reason why there should be an abundance of life all over
the universe since any planet that has a core and an elliptical orbit is subject to
the same effect that the elliptical orbit has upon earth.

Think of the core of any planet having in essence a type of ‘heart beat’
that is rhythmic to its own elliptical orbit around its own sun. Twice in its elliptical
orbit the planet will have a gentle shift or nudge on its core as it slingshots from
its perihelion to begin its journey to its aphelion.
If a planet doesn’t have an elliptical orbit, then it’s core would not
experience the rhythmic nudges when reaches perihelion and then aphelion. This
lack of core stimulation would mean seismic activity on such planets with a near
perfect circular orbit would have cores that quickly stop the geothermal
processes that living planets need to have volcanic activity and such activity is an
essential part of any ecosystem in which life as we know it can exist.
The earth is approximately 4.5 Billion years old and that means the earth
has had around 9 billion perihelion and then aphelion nudges and to put this into
layman’s terms, that means the ‘heart of the earth’ which is its core, has pulsed
or been effected much like a human heart pulses. The average human heart will
beat 2.5 Billion times in a typical human lifetime. The core of the earth should
keep beating as long as the elliptical orbit of earth maintains an elliptical orbit and
as long as the heavy elements that make up the core maintain its integrity to
produce the reactions that our core has that fuels the geothermal processes that
manifest in plate tectonics.
The Triangle of Fire or Solstice Triangles is literally the fuel that feeds the
Ring of Fire and plate tectonics around the world.

